
World Golf Hall of Fame IMAX® Theater 
The Ultimate Amenity 

 
The World Golf Hall of Fame IMAX® Theater is an immersive experience that transports 
viewers to new heights of film entertainment. The World Golf Hall of Fame IMAX 
Theater is complete with IMAX Digital 3D technology, making it one of a small number 
of institutions in the world with this level of technology. It is the largest IMAX screen in 
Northeast Florida and the only theater associated with a sports museum.   
 
The 299-seat theater houses an 80-foot wide by 60-foot tall screen with unobstructed 
views. IMAX, which stands for image maximum, uses advanced technology to shoot 
and project images of extraordinary sharpness and impact. It’s state-of-the-art digital 
sound system, calibrated daily, offers cutting edge sound quality. 
 
Viewers can put themselves in the driver’s seat and experience speeds of more than 
200 mph; take a walk on the moon; ascend to some of the world’s highest peaks; and 
dive in to an underwater journey to experience life deep below the surface — only IMAX 
technology creates the sensation as though the viewer is truly there. 
 
The World Golf Hall of Fame IMAX Theater offers a variety of Hollywood and 
educational movies throughout the year. School groups from across Northeast Florida 
have taken advantage of the IMAX Theater as part of educational field trips. With 
accompanying teacher guides available for many films, almost 70,000 school children 
visit the Hall of Fame IMAX Theater each year and enjoy learning in a fun, memorable 
atmosphere. 
 
Founded in 1967, IMAX® Corporation is one of the world’s leading entertainment 
technology companies. IMAX’s® businesses include the world’s best cinematic 
presentations together with IMAX®, IMAX 3D® and the development of the highest 
quality digital production and presentation. The IMAX® brand is recognized throughout 
the world for extraordinary and immersive family experiences. More than 700 million 
people have seen an IMAX® presentation since the medium premiered in 1970.  
 
The World Golf Hall of Fame IMAX Theater is open every day of the year except 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. For tickets and showtimes, visit 
www.WorldGolfIMAX.com.   
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